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ABSTRACT
Prior research suggests that prediction supports language processing and learning. However, the ecological validity of such findings is unclear because experiments usually include constrained stimuli. While theoretically suggestive, previous conclusions will be largely irrelevant if listeners cannot generate predictions in response to complex and variable perceptual input. Taking a step toward addressing this limitation, three eye-tracking experiments evaluated how adults ($N=72$) and 4- and 5-year-old children ($N=72$) generated predictions in contexts with complex visual stimuli (Experiment 1), variable speech stimuli (Experiment 2), and both concurrently (Experiment 3). Results indicated that listeners generated predictions in contexts with complex visual stimuli or variable speech stimuli. When both were more naturalistic, listeners used informative verbs to generate predictions, but not adjectives or number markings. This investigation provides a test for theories claiming that prediction is a central learning mechanism, and calls for further evaluations of prediction in naturalistic settings.
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A central tenet of prediction-based theories of language development is that learners generate predictions over a multitude of day-to-day processing experiences (Chater et al., 2016; Dell & Chang, 2014; Elman, 1990, 2009). According to this developmental viewpoint, “acquiring language is no more than acquiring the ability to process language” (Chater et al., 2016). By anticipating upcoming information, learners can use the same general computation (i.e., prediction) at different levels of representation (e.g., phonology, syntax, semantics) to incrementally acquire the correct forms and patterns of their native language(s). Importantly, real-world language processing contexts are inherently complex and variable. Learners must process and learn from variable auditory input, such as speakers with unfamiliar accents, and complex visual input, such as cluttered referential contexts. Although the inherent complexity and variability of naturalistic input creates many challenges for language processing and learning, prediction may give learners a powerful means of surmounting these challenges and may ultimately give rise to the speed and accuracy of adult language processing.

However, there is a disconnect between these theoretical claims and current empirical evidence: Experiments evaluating prediction have typically relied on simplified, repetitive referential contexts, and the ecological validity of such findings is therefore unclear (Huettig, 2015; Huettig & Mani, 2016). For example, eye-tracking experiments frequently use the visual world paradigm (Eberhard et al., 1995; Tanenhaus et al., 1995; for review see Kamide, 2008) or the looking-while-listening paradigm (Fernald et al., 2008; Lew-Williams & Fernald, 2009) to evaluate how listeners process visual and auditory information from moment to moment. In these paradigms, listeners view a small number of visual referents paired with isolated sentences which tend to repeat the same informative cues from trial to trial, such as verbs, adjectives, and number markings, with interspersed neutral trials. For instance, Altmann and Kamide (1999) tracked adults’ eye movements as they viewed four referents and heard sentences with informative or neutral verbs (e.g., *The boy will eat the cake* vs. *The boy will move the cake*). Listeners’ anticipatory eye movements suggest they can exploit informative verbs (e.g., *eat*) to predict the upcoming noun (e.g., *cake*). Findings from these carefully constrained paradigms provide an important step toward understanding human language processing, but results must be interpreted with caution. The ecological validity of empirical findings is largely unknown because prior research has relied extensively on what may be considered “prediction-encouraging
experimental set-ups” (Huettig & Mani, 2016) that only demonstrate “what listeners can do, not what they actually do” (Huettig et al., 2011).

There are plausible reasons to suspect that prediction may be less likely or more likely to occur in naturalistic settings, as compared to more constrained lab contexts. On the one hand, the visual complexity and auditory variability of naturalistic contexts may pose challenges for prediction. For instance, if many visual referents are competing for attention, it may be difficult for listeners to rapidly and accurately identify the speaker’s intended referent prior to explicit labelling.1 It may also be more challenging to keep pace with a speaker’s utterances if they contain semantic and syntactic variability across time, as compared to the more consistent auditory stimuli typically used in lab experiments. Such complexity and variability could scatter a listener’s attentional focus and/or affect working memory, which has been linked to successful prediction (Federmeier, 2007; Ito et al., 2018; Otten & Van Berkum, 2009; Pickering & Gambi, 2018). However, on the other hand, the complexity and variability of naturalistic referential contexts may actually increase listeners’ propensity to predict, chiefly because naturalistic contexts may be more engaging via a rich suite of visual, linguistic, and paralinguistic cues. For example, naturalistic contexts contain diverse arrays of objects (Luck, 2012), variable prosodic contours (Barthel et al., 2017; Nencheva et al., 2020), and speech disfluencies (Kidd et al., 2011). When bottom-up perceptual input is “noisy” or ambiguous, listeners may be more likely to engage top-down predictive mechanisms to compensate (Pickering & Gambi, 2018; Pickering & Garrod, 2007). The extent to which prediction underlies naturalistic conversations remains to be determined, and prediction may be more likely or less likely to occur in everyday referential contexts, as compared to more constrained laboratory environments.

To further explore whether and how prediction occurs during day-to-day language processing, a growing number of investigations have evaluated how adult listeners generate predictions within more naturalistic referential contexts (Andersson et al., 2011; Bögels, 2020; Coco et al., 2016; Sorensen & Bailey, 2007; Staub et al., 2012). For instance, an eye-tracking study by Staub et al. (2012) found that adults used informative verbs (e.g., The woman will pour the coffee) to predict a speaker’s intended referent within a complex visual scene (e.g., a coffee pot on a cluttered kitchen counter). These findings suggest that adult listeners, when faced with the inherent disarray of real-world visual contexts, can rapidly and accurately process visual and auditory information and efficiently locate a relevant referent before it is named. Similarly, recent findings suggest that adults use prediction to successfully navigate “noisy” or variable auditory input (Gibson et al., 2013; Yurovsky et al., 2017; but see Brouwer et al., 2013). For example, Yurovsky et al. (2017) found that adult listeners used the plausibility of a speaker’s prior utterances as a basis for interpreting noisy, perceptually ambiguous sentences (e.g., I had carrots and peas/bees for dinner). These results suggest that adult listeners are capable of generating predictions in the face of variable auditory information, using prior knowledge to infer the speaker’s intended meaning. Generally, research showing accurate predictions despite complex and variable perceptual input lends preliminary support to the notion that prediction facilitates adults’ language processing and learning over the course of natural conversational experiences.

Although investigations with adult listeners have made progress towards assessing prediction within more naturalistic referential circumstances, to our knowledge, developmental studies evaluating prediction have overwhelmingly done so within highly constrained experimental contexts (Andreu et al., 2013; Bobb et al., 2016; Borovsky et al., 2012; Borovsky et al., 2013; Borovsky & Creel, 2014; Creel, 2012, 2014; Fernald et al., 2008; Gambi et al., 2018; Kidd et al., 2011; Lew-Williams, 2017; Lew-Williams & Fernald, 2007; Lukyanenko & Fisher, 2016; Mani & Huettig, 2012; Nation et al., 2003; Reuter et al., 2019). Some developmental studies have included multiple referents or multiple sentence constructions across trials, or at minimum have included a large number of neutral trials (e.g., Altmann & Kamide, 2007; Snedeker & Trueswell, 2004). Similarly, prior findings suggest that children may be able to generate and update predictions when faced with more variable auditory input (Havron et al., 2019; Yurovsky et al., 2017). However, in our view, developmental research has yet to systematically investigate how young listeners generate predictions in referential contexts with even semi-naturalistic visual complexity and auditory variation. Thus, while prediction occurs in theory during a multitude of learners’ everyday language processing experiences, it is most frequently evaluated within constrained, repetitive experimental contexts. The case for prediction as a developmental mechanism hinges on children’s ability to generate predictions within more naturalistic referential contexts.

Relying on constrained developmental paradigms has resulted in uncertain ecological validity, but it is also worth noting that these paradigms have enabled careful examination of how young listeners interpret and predict information during real-time processing. Many clever experimental designs have positioned developmental and language scientists to better
understand children’s emergent prediction abilities. Findings from these paradigms suggest that children can use a variety of linguistic and paralinguistic cues to more rapidly recognise words that occur later in the sentence, including: lexical semantics (Fernald et al., 2008, 2010; Mani & Huettig, 2012), morphosyntax (Lew-Williams, 2017; Lew-Williams & Fernald, 2007; Lukyanenko & Fisher, 2016; Reuter et al., 2020), speech disfluencies (Kidd et al., 2011), and speaker identity (Borovsky & Creel, 2014; Creel, 2012, 2014). For example, Mani and Huettig (2012) found that 2-year-old children, while viewing two referents (e.g., a cake and a bird) could use informative verbs (e.g., The boy eats the big cake) to predict the upcoming edible referent. Similarly, Fernald et al. (2010) found that 3-year-old children could use adjectives (e.g., Which one’s the blue/red car?) to more rapidly identify one of two available referents (e.g., a blue car and a red car). Recent findings also suggest that children can use morphosyntactic cues such as number markings as a basis for prediction. For example, while viewing plural and singular referents (e.g., two cookies and one apple), 3-year-old children can exploit informative number markings (e.g., Where are the good cookies? vs. Where is the good apple?) to accurately predict upcoming referents (Lukyanenko & Fisher, 2016). Similarly, Reuter et al. (2020) found that 4- and 5-year-old children could use deictic number markings (e.g., Look at that nice cookie vs. Look at those nice cookies) to rapidly anticipate upcoming singular and plural referents, respectively. These eye-tracking experiments, although unlikely to reflect the natural variability of real-world conversations, have laid a foundation of empirical evidence which suggests that children might be capable of generating predictions during real-time language processing.

In order to determine the relevance of prediction for language development, it is important to evaluate prediction not only in constrained processing contexts, but in contexts that include natural complexity and variability in visual and auditory information. In the end, such evaluations will need to take place in completely natural contexts that reflect the lived, dynamic communicative experiences of infants and young children – not only at particular ages, but across development. Here, we took an incremental step toward this ideal by evaluating how adults and 4- to 5-year-old children generate predictions in experimental contexts with somewhat complex visual stimuli and somewhat variable speech stimuli. In Experiment 1, we assessed how listeners generate predictions using informative verbs when visual stimuli are somewhat complex. In Experiment 2, we assessed how listeners generate predictions using informative verbs, adjectives, and number markings when visual stimuli are relatively simple. Finally, in Experiment 3, we manipulated both visual and auditory stimuli, assessing how listeners generate predictions using informative verbs, adjectives, and number markings when visual scenes are somewhat complex and auditory stimuli are somewhat variable. The three experiments allowed for comparisons to the empirical studies that inspired their designs (specifically: Fernald et al., 2008; Fernald et al., 2010; Lukyanenko & Fisher, 2016; [blind for peer review]), but extended current knowledge by evaluating prediction within incrementally more naturalistic processing contexts. In doing so, this work addresses the limited ecological validity of prior studies and evaluates theories claiming that prediction is a key mechanism supporting language development.

**Experiment 1**

In Experiment 1, we assessed how adults and children generate predictions in speech when visual stimuli are more complex than in previous lab studies. Rather than viewing isolated images, participants viewed photographic images of indoor scenes with multiple, overlapping visual referents that varied naturally in size, colour, and spatial location. Participants heard two types of sentences: Predictive sentences included semantically-informative verbs that listeners could use to predict the upcoming target (e.g., Dan dealt the cards on the table), whereas neutral sentences did not include any words that supported early identification of the target (e.g., Dan noticed the cards on the table). The design of Experiment 1 was similar to prior eye-tracking studies with adult participants (Coco et al., 2016; Staub et al., 2012). We conducted a near-replication of this study and, furthermore, extended it to include 4- to 5-year-old children.

**Method**

**Participants**

Experiment 1 participants were 24 monolingual, English-speaking adults (9 male) and 24 children (14 male) from monolingual, English-speaking households. Adults were 18–22 years old ($M = 19.5$ years, $SD = 1.44$ years) and children were 47–68 months old ($M = 60$ months, $SD = 6.11$ months). Adult participants were recruited from the Princeton University campus via course credit and paid study pools and families were recruited from nearby communities via research outreach events, fliers, and social media. Participants had no known hearing or vision impairments. We tested one additional child participant but excluded them from analyses due to experimenter error. The Princeton University Institutional
Review Board approved this research protocol (IRB record number 7117). Experimenters obtained informed consent from all adult participants and from a legal guardian of all child participants. Adult participants received credit for psychology courses or payment ($8 USD) as compensation, and families received payment ($10 USD), a children’s book, and a children’s t-shirt as compensation for their time.

**Stimuli and design**

Speech stimuli consisted of two types of pre-recorded sentences. Predictive sentences included semantically-informative verbs that listeners could use to predict an upcoming noun (e.g., *Dan dealt the cards on the table*), whereas neutral sentences did not include any words that could be used to predict the upcoming noun (e.g., *Dan noticed the cards on the table*). A female, native speaker of English recorded stimuli for Experiments 1, 2, and 3, using child-directed intonation. For each auditory stimulus, we used Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2017) to measure the onset of the informative verb and the onset of the target noun. On average, the onset of the informative verb occurred 759 ms prior to the onset of the target noun for predictive sentences. For neutral sentences, the uninformative verb occurred 752 ms prior to target noun onset, on average. Predictive and neutral conditions did not vary significantly in time from verb onset to noun onset (paired-sample *t*(11) = 0.11, *p* = 0.914).

Visual stimuli were photographic images of six indoor scenes: a kitchen sink, a kitchen stove, a kitchen counter, a dining room, a home office, and a living room. Scenes contained multiple, varied household objects (Figure 1). Each image was 1280 × 1024 pixels. Photographing scenes from two angles (right and left) created two exemplars for each visual stimulus. Each visual stimulus appeared twice during the task. One exemplar appeared with a neutral sentence and the other exemplar appeared with a predictive sentence.

During each trial, visual stimuli appeared 4 s prior to the onset of speech stimuli and remained visible for 2 s, such that the total duration of each trial was 6 s. We determined preview times for each experiment based on the time listeners would presumably need to encode visual referents and their locations – an essential step for generating accurate anticipatory eye movements. The Experiment 1 preview time (4 s) is longer than those used in comparable studies with adult listeners (Coco et al., 2016; Staub et al., 2012). However, to our knowledge, no prior studies have evaluated children’s prediction abilities with more complex visual stimuli. We therefore used a preview time of 4 s for Experiment

![Figure 1](image-url). Example of a visual scene from Experiment 1. Participants viewed photographic stimuli and heard either a neutral sentence (e.g., *Dan dealt the cards on the table*) or a predictive sentence (e.g., *Dan noticed the cards on the table*).
1 to give adults and children enough time to encode visual referents prior to the onset of the auditory stimuli. Trials appeared in one of four quasi-randomized orders, which counterbalanced visual stimulus exemplars across orders, and ensured that condition (neutral or predictive) did not repeat for more than three trials sequentially. Filler trials occurred every four trials, and consisted of a cartoon image (e.g., a smiling girl) and encouraging statements (e.g., “You’re doing great! Keep it up!”). In total, Experiment 1 included 6 predictive trials, 6 neutral trials, and 3 filler trials. All visual and auditory stimuli and experiment code for Experiment 1 are available on the Open Science Framework.

Procedure

The study took place in a sound-attenuated room at the Princeton Baby Lab. Participants sat approximately 60 cm from an EyeLink 1000 Plus eye-tracker. Child participants sat in a booster seat. The experimenter controlled the study from a Mac host computer, using EyeLink Experiment Builder software (SR Research, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). Before beginning the study, the experimenter first placed a target sticker on the participant’s face to allow the eye-tracker to record their eye movements, and then calibrated the eye-tracker for each participant with a standard five-point calibration procedure. Throughout the task, participants viewed stimuli on a 17-inch LCD monitor and the eye tracker recorded their eye movements with a sampling rate of 500 Hz. The total duration of the study was five minutes.

Results

During the experiment, the eye tracker automatically recorded participants’ fixations every 2 ms (500 Hz). We analysed samples recorded within a 500 x 500 pixel area surrounding each visual referent (which included some overlapping referents) and eliminated any samples that were outside of these visual areas of interest (406,564 of 2,631,022 samples, 16%) prior to aggregating data within 100-ms time-bins. In order to assess whether participants used informative verbs to predict the upcoming target nouns, we analysed participants’ looking behaviour during a time window from 1000 ms before to 1000 ms after the onset of the target noun. If listeners predict the upcoming referent, then we expected to observe the emergence of condition effects before the onset of the target noun (0 ms), indicating that listeners generated anticipatory eye movements to the target.

We analysed listeners’ proportion of target looks during neutral and predictive sentences with a mixed-effects logistic regression model, using the lme4 package (Version 1.1-21; Bates et al., 2015) and the lmerTest package (Version 3.1-0; Kuznetsova et al., 2017). The model included fixed effects for age group (adults, children), condition (neutral, predictive) and time (100-ms bins, −1000 to 1000 ms from noun onset) as well as their interactions. The model also included random intercepts for subjects and items, which was the maximal model that converged (Barr et al., 2013). Model results revealed significant effects for condition ($\beta = −0.48$, $z = −13.87$, $p < 0.001$), age group ($\beta = 0.33$, $z = 3.83$, $p < 0.001$), and time ($\beta = 1.24$, $z = 22.41$, $p < 0.001$), indicating that listeners’ target looks were greater for predictive trials than for neutral trials, that adults generated more target looks than children, and that listeners’ target looks increased over time. Model results also revealed an interaction of condition and time ($\beta = −0.17$, $z = −3.07$, $p = 0.002$) and an interaction of age group and time ($\beta = 0.34$, $z = 6.21$, $p < 0.001$), indicating that the condition difference (predictive > neutral) was greater at earlier time points than at later time points, and that adults’ target looks increased at a faster rate than children’s target looks over time. Finally, model results indicated a three-way interaction of condition, age group, and time ($\beta = 0.14$, $z = 2.53$, $p = 0.012$), indicating that adults’ interaction effect for condition and time was more robust than that of children. Together, results suggest that both adults and children used informative verbs to anticipate upcoming referents.

We next analysed adults’ and children’s looking behaviours with cluster-based permutation analyses (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007), in order to match the analytical approaches of prior eye-tracking studies (Reuter et al., 2020; Wittenberg et al., 2017). Findings revealed significant clusters that emerged prior to the onset of the target noun for adults (−600 to 800 ms, cluster $t = 41.69$, $p < 0.001$) and for children (−300 to 1000 ms, cluster $t = 39.46$, $p < 0.001$). Together, results from mixed-effects regression and cluster-based permutation analyses suggest that adults and children used informative verbs to predict the identity of target referents, although adults were more proficient in rapidly and accurately orienting to the target referent (Figure 2).

Discussion

Experiment 1 findings suggest that both adult and child listeners can take advantage of semantically-informative verbs during real-time language processing within complex visual scenes to rapidly and accurately identify upcoming referents. Upon hearing a semantically-informative verb (e.g., dealt), adults and children efficiently launched anticipatory eye movements to the
appropriate visual referent (e.g., cards). This pattern of results provides a conceptual replication of prior research with adult participants (Coco et al., 2016; Staub et al., 2012) and further suggests that children, much like adults, can generate predictions (specifically, verb-based predictions) in somewhat varied, naturalistic language processing contexts. Although the observed prediction effect was more robust for adults, suggesting that further development may be necessary for children to eventually match the speed and accuracy of adults’ predictions, these developmental findings suggest that prediction may be a learning mechanism that operates in at least somewhat ecologically sound processing contexts.

However, although Experiment 1 visual stimuli were more naturalistic than in prior investigations, the speech stimuli were highly constrained. Every trial included a verb (e.g., dealt, noticed) and the verb was informative for identifying the target referent on 50% of the trials. This experimental design is problematic for two principle reasons. First, the parallel structure of sentences from trial to trial may have guided listeners (with or without their explicit awareness) to attend to the verbs. Rather than strictly using semantically-informative verbs to generate predictions, it is possible that listeners were able to make inferences about the structure of the task. A second, broader limitation of this design is that the repetitive structure may not reflect real-world language processing circumstances, as listeners must typically contend with diverse speech across time in naturalistic processing contexts. Thus, in Experiment 2, we manipulated the variability of the speech stimuli, but used relatively simple visual stimuli.

**Experiment 2**

In Experiment 2, we evaluated how adults and children generate predictions in processing contexts that involve more variation in speech stimuli across the course of the experiment. Participants viewed constrained visual stimuli with two side-by-side, colour-matched referents (one single and one plural), as in many prior studies, and they heard a combination of predictive sentences and neutral sentences. Importantly, unlike Experiment 1, the informative cue for predictive sentences varied from trial to trial, including informative verbs (e.g., Do you want to read the yellow books?), size adjectives (e.g., Do you see the little yellow books?), and

---

*Figure 2. Looking-time plots for Experiment 1. Proportion of looks to the target referent during neutral sentences (grey) and predictive sentences (blue) are shown for adults (n = 24) and for children (n = 24). The onset of the target noun (e.g., cards) is at 0 ms. Vertical dashed lines indicate the average onset of the informative verb in predictive sentences (e.g., dealt). Line shading indicates one standard error from the mean for each condition, averaged by subjects. Area shading indicates significant clusters (ps < 0.05) from permutation analyses (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). Results indicate that both adults and children generated anticipatory eye movements to the target referent during predictive sentences, and further suggest that listeners can use informative verbs to pre-activate upcoming representations during language processing.*
number markings (e.g., Where are the yellow books?; Can you see those yellow books?). Neutral sentences were also varied (e.g., Do you see the yellow books?; Can you find the yellow books?; Can you show me the yellow books?; and Can you see the yellow books?). Prior developmental findings suggest that children can use these cues, among others, as a basis for generating predictions during real-time language processing (Fernald et al., 2008, 2010; Lew-Williams, 2017; Lukyanenko & Fisher, 2016; Mani & Huettig, 2012; Reuter et al., 2020).

Method
Participants
Experiment 2 participants were 24 monolingual, English-speaking adults (7 male) and 24 children (15 male) from monolingual, English-speaking households. Adults were 18–27 years old (M = 19.79 years, SD = 2.04 years) and children were 49–71 months old (M = 60.25 months, SD = 5.89 months). Participants were recruited via the same routes as those in Experiment 1. Participants had no known hearing or vision impairments. We tested one additional child participant but excluded them from analyses due to inattention during the study. The Princeton University Institutional Review Board approved this research protocol (IRB record number 7117). Experimentalers obtained informed consent from all adult participants and from a legal guardian of all child participants. Participants received the same compensation for their time as those in Experiment 1.

Stimuli, design, and procedure
Auditory stimuli included two types of pre-recorded sentences. Predictive sentences included informative cues – verbs (Mani & Huettig, 2012), adjectives (Fernald et al., 2010), number markings (Lukyanenko & Fisher, 2016), and deictic number markings (Reuter et al., 2020) – that listeners could use to predict an upcoming noun (e.g., verbs: Do you want to read the yellow books?; size adjectives: Do you see the little yellow books?; number markings: Where are the yellow books?; and deictic number markings: Can you see those yellow books?). Neutral sentences were likewise varied, but did not include any words that could be used to predict the upcoming noun (e.g., Do you see the yellow books?; Can you find the yellow books?; Can you show me the yellow books?). The average onset of the informative cue was 1210 ms before the onset of the target noun for predictive sentences. For neutral sentences, the uninformative verb occurred 1615 ms prior to target noun onset, on average. Neutral sentences had a greater time duration between the onset of uninformative verbs (e.g., see) and target nouns, as compared to the duration between the onset of the informative cues (e.g., little) and target nouns in predictive sentences (paired-sample t(63) = 13.51, p < 0.001).

Visual stimuli were singular and plural images of the eight target nouns: ball, bike, book, cat, chair, cookie, slide, and truck. Each target image was approximately 450 × 450 pixels and appeared on a 500 × 500 pixel white background. Visual stimuli appeared in yoked pairs (i.e., ball-cat, bike-truck, book-chair, and cookie-slide). Each yoked pair appeared eight times during the experiment (four times with a neutral sentence and four times with a predictive sentence; four times with a singular target and four times with a plural target). Importantly, the images for each yoked pair were matched in colour (Figure 3). This matching process ensured that the colour adjective included in each speech stimulus did not provide information that could be used to identify the target image. Rather, the inclusion of the colour adjective gave listeners additional time to generate predictions and to launch anticipatory eye movements to the target image.

During each trial, visual stimuli appeared for 500 ms prior to the onset of speech stimuli and remained visible for 3 s, such that the total duration of each trial was 3.5 s. The preview time for Experiment 2 (500 ms) followed the same rationale as for Experiment 1: We expected that adults and children would be able to rapidly encode two simple visual referents. Trials appeared in one of eight quasi-randomized orders, which counterbalanced target plurality (singular or plural), target side (right or left), and ensured that condition (neutral or predictive) and visual stimulus yoked pair (ball-cat, bike-truck, book-chair, and cookie-slide) did not repeat for more than three trials sequentially. Filler trials occurred every eight trials, and consisted of a cartoon image (e.g., a smiling boy) and encouraging statements (e.g., “Great work! Let’s try some more”). In total, Experiment 2 included 16 predictive trials, 16 neutral trials, and 4 filler trials. Other procedural details for Experiment 2 were identical to those of Experiment 1. All visual and auditory stimuli and experiment code for Experiment 2 are available on the Open Science Framework.

Results
As in Experiment 1, we analysed samples recorded within a 500 × 500 pixel area surrounding each visual referent and eliminated any samples that were outside of these visual areas of interest (620,309 of 4,327,280 samples, 14%) prior to aggregating data within 100-ms time-bins. We analysed participants’ looking behaviour during a time window from 1000 ms before to
1000 ms after the onset of the target noun. If listeners can use informative verbs, size adjectives, and number markings in intermixed orders across trials to predict upcoming referents, then we expected to observe the emergence of condition effects before the onset of the target noun (0 ms).

We analysed listeners’ proportion of target looks during neutral and predictive sentences with a mixed-effects logistic regression model with the same specifications as in Experiment 1. Model results revealed significant effects for condition ($\beta = -0.40, z = -21.69, p < 0.001$), age group ($\beta = 0.25, z = 4.36, p < 0.001$), and time ($\beta = 1.77, z = 57.96, p < 0.001$), indicating that listeners’ target looks were greater for predictive trials than for neutral trials, that adults’ target looks were greater than children’s, and that listeners’ target looks increased over time. Model results also revealed an interaction of condition and time ($\beta = 0.26, z = 8.46, p < 0.001$) and an interaction of age group and time ($\beta = 0.45, z = 14.74, p < 0.001$), indicating that the condition difference (predictive > neutral) increased over time, and that adults’ target looks increased at a faster rate than children’s. The three-way interaction of condition, age group, and time was not significant ($\beta = 0.01, z = 0.37, p = 0.709$). Together, Experiment 2 results suggest that both adults and children used diverse linguistic cues in across trials to anticipate upcoming referents.

As in Experiment 1, we next analysed adults’ and children’s looking behaviours with cluster-based permutation analyses using the same analytical steps as described previously. Findings revealed significant clusters which emerged prior to the onset of the target noun for adults (−1000 to 600 ms, cluster $t = 77.15, p < 0.001$) and for children (−1000 to 500 ms, cluster $t = 54.30, p < 0.001$). In sum, results from mixed-effects regression and cluster-based permutation analyses converged to suggest that both adults and children were able to exploit informative verbs, size adjectives, and number marking to predict the upcoming target nouns (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Example of visual stimuli in Experiment 2. Participants viewed stimuli with two colour-matched referents (one plural, one singular) and heard varied neutral sentences (e.g., Do you see the yellow books?) and varied predictive sentences that included informative verbs, size adjectives, or number markings (e.g., Do you want to read the yellow books?; Do you see the little yellow books?; Where are the yellow books?; and Can you see those yellow books?).

We next determined whether listeners used each type of predictive cue independently to anticipate upcoming information. To evaluate whether participants used informative verbs (e.g., Do you want to read the yellow books?), size adjectives (e.g., Do you see the little yellow books?), number markings (e.g., Where are the yellow books?) and deictic number markings (e.g., Can you see those yellow books?) to predict the upcoming target noun, we compared participants’ proportion of target looks during each of the four types of predictive sentences with their proportion of target looks during neutral sentences. We analysed adults’ and children’s looking behaviours with mixed-effects logistic regression models, including interacting fixed effects for condition (neutral, predictive) and time (100-ms bins, −1000 ms to 0 ms from noun onset), and random intercepts for subjects and items, which was the maximal model that converged. Results, summarised in Table 1, indicate that both adults and children were capable of exploiting each type of informative word to anticipate upcoming information during real-time language processing. Cluster-based permutation analyses further revealed significant clusters which emerged prior to the onset of the target noun for
adults (verbs: −700 to 600 ms, cluster \( t = 50.18, p < 0.001 \); size adjectives: −1000 to 500 ms, cluster \( t = 49.58, p < 0.001 \); number markings: −1000 to 600 ms, cluster \( t = 48.21, p < 0.001 \); deictic number markings: −67 to −600 ms, cluster \( t = 27.99, p < 0.001 \) and −200 to −400 ms, cluster \( t = 16.34, p < 0.001 \)) and for children (verbs: −1000 to 400 ms, cluster \( t = 51.25, p < 0.001 \); size adjectives: −200 to 300 ms, cluster \( t = 17.97, p < 0.001 \); number markings: −300 to 600 ms, cluster \( t = 22.67, p < 0.001 \); deictic number markings: −800 to −600 ms, cluster \( t = 4.74, p = 0.034 \) and −200 to −400 ms, cluster \( t = 16.34, p < 0.001 \)). Figures for each predictive cue are available in Supplementary Materials on the Open Science Framework.

**Discussion**

Findings from Experiment 2 suggest that both adult and child listeners can use informative verbs, size adjectives, number markings, and deictic number markings to predict the upcoming target noun (\( \sim p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 \)).

---

**Table 1.** Fixed effects for condition from mixed-effects logistic regression models for Experiments 2 and 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Verbs</th>
<th>Size adjectives</th>
<th>Number markings</th>
<th>Deictic number markings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2 Adults</td>
<td>( \beta = 2.36 )</td>
<td>( \beta = 2.10 )</td>
<td>( \beta = 1.51 )</td>
<td>( \beta = 1.55 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( t = 10.59 )</td>
<td>( t = 9.54 )</td>
<td>( t = 6.75 )</td>
<td>( t = 6.96 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>( \beta = 2.25 )</td>
<td>( \beta = 1.26 )</td>
<td>( \beta = 1.23 )</td>
<td>( \beta = 1.12 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( t = 9.21 )</td>
<td>( t = 4.94 )</td>
<td>( t = 4.93 )</td>
<td>( t = 4.14 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3 Adults</td>
<td>( \beta = 2.03 )</td>
<td>( \beta = 0.71 )</td>
<td>( \beta = 0.07 )</td>
<td>( \beta = 0.31 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( t = 11.52 )</td>
<td>( t = 4.11 )</td>
<td>( t = 0.41 )</td>
<td>( t = 1.80 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>( \beta = 2.24 )</td>
<td>( \beta = 0.39 )</td>
<td>( \beta = -0.28 )</td>
<td>( \beta = 0.25 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( t = 10.56 )</td>
<td>( t = 1.86 )</td>
<td>( t = -1.40 )</td>
<td>( t = 1.17 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Significant effects (predictive > neutral) indicate that adults and children used available information (verbs, size adjectives, number marking, and deictic number marking) to predict the upcoming target noun (\( \sim p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 \)).
and number markings – paired with highly constrained visual stimuli – to efficiently identify upcoming referents. Upon hearing a semantically-informative verb (e.g., read), size adjective (i.e., big/little), or number marking (i.e., is/are; that/those), adults and children rapidly launched anticipatory eye movements to the target referent (e.g., chair/books). This pattern of results converges with prior developmental research indicating that children can use each of these cues as a basis for generating predictions (Fernald et al., 2008, 2010; Lew-Williams, 2017; Lukyanenko & Fisher, 2016; Mani & Huettig, 2012). By evaluating adults’ and children’s predictions in contexts with more varied auditory stimuli, these findings, combined with those of Experiment 1, begin to address the unknown ecological validity of prior results and suggest that prediction may be deployed in more naturalistic audiovisual environments, and therefore may be a plausible mechanism for language learning in childhood.

However, further work is needed to evaluate whether and how prediction occurs in more naturalistic language processing circumstances. Experiments 1 and 2 each manipulated one aspect of the communicative context while keeping the other aspect constrained, such that either the visual or auditory stimuli were more complex or variable relative to prior developmental investigations (e.g., Mani & Huettig, 2012). It therefore remains uncertain whether or not listeners can contend with simultaneous complexity and variation in visual and auditory stimuli. To further explore listeners’ prediction abilities in more naturalistic contexts, we manipulated the complexity and variability of visual and auditory stimuli in Experiment 3.

**Experiment 3**

In Experiment 3, we aimed to assess how adults and children generate predictions in referential contexts with naturalistic visual complexity and variable linguistic cues across time. Participants viewed semi-constrained photographic stimuli which included four referents, and heard a combination of predictive sentences and neutral sentences. As in Experiment 1, the informative linguistic cue for predictive sentences varied from trial to trial, including informative verbs (e.g., Could Sally eat the red apples?), size adjectives (e.g., Do you see the little red apples?), and number markings (e.g., Where are the red apples?; Can you see those red apples?). Neutral sentences were also varied (e.g., Do you see the red apples?; Can you find the red apples?; Can you show me the red apples?; and Can you see the red apples?).

**Method**

**Participants**

Experiment 3 participants were 24 monolingual, English-speaking adults (8 male) and 24 children (9 male) from monolingual, English-speaking households. Adults were 18–23 years old ($M = 19.33$ years, $SD = 1.43$ years) and children were 48–71 months old ($M = 60.29$ months, $SD = 8.31$ months). Participants were recruited using the same procedures as those in Experiments 1 and 2. Participants had no known hearing or vision impairments. We tested three additional child participants but excluded them from analyses due to a previously-diagnosed developmental delay, inattention during the study, and experimenter error, respectively. The Princeton University Institutional Review Board approved this research protocol (IRB record number 7117). Experimenter obtained informed consent from all adult participants and from a legal guardian of all child participants. Participants received the same compensation for their time as those in Experiments 1 and 2.

**Stimuli, design, and procedure**

As in Experiment 2, auditory stimuli for Experiment 3 included varied predictive and neutral sentences. Predictive sentences included informative cues – verbs, size adjectives, and number marking – that listeners could use to predict an upcoming noun (e.g., Could Sally eat the red apples?; Do you see the little red apples?; Where are the red apples?; and Can you see those red apples?), whereas neutral sentences but did not include any words that could be used for prediction (e.g., Do you see the red apples?; Can you find the red apples?; Can you show me the red apples?). Each sentence contained a colour adjective that gave participants more time to process the main informative cue prior to noun onset; this colour adjective narrowed the number of potential referents from four to two, but did not reveal the identity of the target noun. The average onset of the informative cue was 1091 ms before the onset of the target noun for predictive sentences. For neutral sentences, the uninformative cue occurred 1012 ms prior to target noun onset, on average. Neutral sentences did not have a significantly greater time duration between the onset of uninformative verbs (e.g., see) and target nouns, as compared to the duration between the onset of the informative cues (e.g., little) and target nouns in predictive sentences (paired-sample $t(31) = 1.24, p = 0.226$).

Visual stimuli were photographic scene images of a table. Each scene image included singular and plural forms of four target objects: apple, book, flower, and napkin (Figure 5). These four objects appeared in different locations and with varying plurality across
trials. Target objects had consistent colours, such that apples and flowers were always red and books and napkins were always blue. Each scene image was 1280 × 1024 pixels and appeared twice during the task (once with a neutral sentence and once with a predictive sentence).

Visual stimuli for Experiment 3 were therefore similar to Experiment 1 stimuli (i.e., photographic images with multiple referents) but were somewhat simpler. This simplification allowed listeners to generate accurate predictions based on multiple cues present in predictive sentences. For example, listeners could use number marking (e.g., *Where are the red apples?*) to rapidly and accurately predict a plural referent and to generate anticipatory eye movements to the appropriate object within the scene. Likewise, the colour adjectives also facilitated a narrowing of the scope of reference, but, as in Experiment 2, the colour adjectives did not uniquely identify the target referent.

During each trial, visual stimuli appeared for 2 s prior to the onset of auditory stimuli and remained visible for 3 s, such that the total duration of each trial was 5 s. The Experiment 3 preview time (2 s) was based on the intermediate complexity of the visual stimuli (four referents), as compared to Experiment 1 (many referents) and Experiment 2 (two referents), and was equal to prior developmental work which evaluated children’s prediction abilities with four referents (Borovsky et al., 2012). Trials appeared in one of four quasi-randomized orders, which counterbalanced target plurality (singular or plural) and target location (upper right, upper left, lower right, or lower left), and ensured that condition (neutral or predictive), target plurality (singular or plural), and target object (apple, book, flower, or napkin) did not repeat for more than four trials sequentially. Filler trials occurred every eight trials, and consisted of a cartoon image (e.g., a smiling girl) and encouraging statements (e.g., “Amazing! You’re almost done!”). In total, Experiment 3 included 16 predictive trials, 16 neutral trials, and 4 filler trials. All visual and auditory stimuli and experiment code for Experiment 3 are available on the Open Science Framework.

**Results**

As in Experiments 1 and 2, we analysed samples recorded within a 500 × 500 pixel area surrounding each visual referent and eliminated any samples that were outside of these visual areas of interest (759,554 of 5,494,093 samples, 14%) prior to aggregating data within 100-ms time-bins. We again analysed participants’ looking behaviour during a time window from

![Figure 5. Example of visual stimuli in Experiment 3. Participants viewed photographic stimuli and heard neutral sentences (e.g., Do you see the red apples?; Can you find the red apples?; Can you show me the red apples?) and various kinds of predictive sentences that included informative verbs, size adjectives, or number markings (e.g., Could Sally eat the red apples?; Do you see the little red apples?; Where are the red apples?; and Can you see those red apples?).](image-url)
1000 ms before to 1000 ms after the onset of the target noun. Our hypothesised results were identical to those of the prior experiments: If listeners use varied informative verbs, size adjectives, and number markings to predict the upcoming referent, then we expected them to generate anticipatory eye movements to the target referent, such that we could observe the emergence of condition effects before the onset of the target noun (0 ms).

Following the same procedures as in Experiments 1 and 2, we first analysed listeners' proportion of target looks during neutral and predictive sentences with a mixed-effects logistic regression model. Model results revealed significant effects for condition ($\beta = -0.09, z = -4.59, p < 0.001$), age group ($\beta = 0.38, z = 5.16, p < 0.001$), and time ($\beta = 2.43, z = 76.45, p < 0.001$), indicating that listeners' target looks were greater for predictive trials, that adults' target looks were greater than children's, and that listeners' target looks increased over time. As observed in Experiments 1 and 2, model results also revealed an interaction of age group and time ($\beta = 0.36, z = 11.30, p < 0.001$), indicating that adults' target looks increased at a faster rate than children's. Unlike the prior experiments, model results did not indicate a significant interaction of condition and time ($\beta = 0.06, z = 1.79, p = 0.074$). This marginally significant interaction suggests that, although listeners generated more target looks for predictive trials overall, changes in listeners' looking behaviour, over time, were similar across conditions in Experiment 3. Similarly, the three-way interaction of condition, age group, and time was not statistically significant, although the marginally significant result ($\beta = 0.06, z = 1.84, p = 0.066$) suggests that the marginally significant interaction of condition and time may have been more robust for adults than for children.

Next, as in the preceding experiments, we analysed adults' and children's looking behaviours with cluster-based permutation analyses. Findings revealed brief significant clusters which emerged prior to the onset of the target noun for adults (−300 to −100 ms, cluster $t = 4.92, p = 0.027$) and for children (−200 to 0 ms, cluster $t = 5.83, p = 0.005$). The observed condition effects in Experiment 3 were more attenuated relative to those observed in Experiments 1 and 2 (Figure 6).

As in Experiment 2, we next evaluated whether listeners used each type of predictive cue independently to anticipate upcoming information. We compared participants' proportion of target looks during each of the four types of predictive sentences (e.g., verbs: Could Sally eat the red apples?; size adjectives: Do you see the little red apples?; number markings: Where are the red apples?; and deictic number markings: Can you see those red apples?) with their proportion of target looks during neutral sentences. We analysed adults' and children's looking behaviours with mixed-effects logistic regression models, using the same specifications as in Experiment 2. Results for Experiment 3, summarised in Table 1, indicate that adults and children did not use all available types of informative linguistic cues to anticipate upcoming target nouns. There were no significant effects for number markings or deictic number markings for either age group, although the effect for adults was marginally significant. For size adjectives, effects were significant for adults but marginally significant for children. In contrast to these null and marginally significant effects, results showed robust prediction effects for informative verbs for both adults and children. Adding to these results, cluster-based permutation analyses only indicated significant clusters prior to the onset of the target noun for informative verbs (adults: −600 to 400 ms, cluster $t = 38.62, p < 0.001$; children: −500 to 600 ms, cluster $t = 46.98, p < 0.001$), suggesting that adults and children relied on verb semantics to generate predictions in Experiment 3. Results and figures for each predictive cue are available in Supplementary Materials on the Open Science Framework. In sum, Experiment 3 results converged with those of Experiment 2 by indicating robust significant effects for informative verbs, but results differed from Experiment 2 because there were null or marginal effects for size adjectives, number marking, and deictic number marking.

**Comparisons of Experiments 2 and 3**

While it was not possible to compare effects between Experiments 1 and 2 due to the divergent study designs, it was possible to directly compare results across Experiments 2 and 3. To do so, we analysed listeners' proportion of target looks during neutral and predictive sentences with a mixed-effects logistic regression model, including interacting fixed effects for experiment (Experiment 2, Experiment 3), condition (neutral, predictive), and time (100-ms bins, −1000 to 1000 ms from noun onset). The model also included random intercepts for subjects. Results revealed significant effects for condition ($\beta = 0.51, t = 12.58, p < 0.001$) and time ($\beta = 1.79, t = 37.87, p < 0.001$), as well as an interaction of condition and time ($\beta = -0.29, t = -4.34, p < 0.001$), respectively indicating that: listeners' target looks were greater overall for predictive trials, listeners' target looks increased over time, and listeners' target looks increased at a greater rate for predictive trials. Results also revealed a significant effect for experiment ($\beta = -1.05, t = -25.29, p < 0.001$), indicating that listeners generated more target looks in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 3. This
difference is to be expected, however, because Experiment 2 included only two visual referents, whereas Experiment 3 included four visual referents. Critically, results indicated a significant interaction of condition and experiment ($\beta = -0.38$, $t = -6.57$, $p < 0.001$), suggesting that condition differences (predictive > neutral) were more robust for Experiment 2 than for Experiment 3. Furthermore, results revealed a three-way interaction of condition, time, and experiment ($\beta = 0.27$, $t = 2.82$, $p < 0.001$), indicating that the Experiment 2 interaction effect for condition and time was more robust than Experiment 3. Together, these comparisons further substantiate the prior regression analyses and cluster analyses by indicating weaker condition effects in Experiment 3.

**General discussion**

To evaluate prediction in real-time language processing, prior developmental investigations have relied heavily on constrained experimental contexts with two-alternative visual referents and disproportionate exposure to a single linguistic cue across time. Therefore, it is unclear whether listeners are capable of generating predictions in response to the more complex and variable perceptual input that characterises real-world language processing circumstances. If prediction is a mechanism that supports children’s language learning, then children must be able to generate predictions in more naturalistic communicative contexts. To make progress in addressing this limitation in prior research, we manipulated the complexity of the visual stimuli (Experiment 1), the variability of the speech stimuli (Experiment 2), and the complexity and variability of visual and speech stimuli simultaneously (Experiment 3). Findings indicate that both adults and children incorporated these somewhat naturalistic visual and auditory stimuli to rapidly and accurately generate predictions during real-time language processing. However, when both visual and auditory stimuli were complex and varied (Experiment 3), listeners did so less reliably, such that they only showed evidence of using informative verbs to generate predictions. This pattern of results suggests that listeners may be able to generate predictions within at least

![Looking-time plots for Experiment 3. Proportion of looks to the target referent during neutral sentences (grey) and predictive sentences (blue) for adults (n = 24) and for children (n = 24). The onset of the target noun (e.g., *apples*) is at 0 ms. Vertical dashed lines indicate the average onset of the informative word in predictive sentences (e.g., *eat*). Neutral and predictive sentences included a colour adjective (blue/red) immediately prior to the target noun, which partially narrowed the scope of reference prior to noun onset. Line shading indicates one standard error from the mean for each condition, averaged by subjects. Area shading indicates significant clusters ($ps < 0.05$) from permutation analyses (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). Results indicate that adults and children generated anticipatory eye movements to the target referent during predictive sentences, but the condition effect in Experiment 3 was more attenuated relative to Experiments 1 and 2. Additional analyses suggest that listeners were primarily successful in using informative verbs to generate predictions in Experiment 3.](image)
mildly naturalistic communicative contexts, and if certain linguistic cues are available in naturalistic dialogue (i.e., informative verbs) then prediction may be a viable developmental mechanism.

The present findings converge with and extend prior findings in a number of ways. Experiment 1 indicated that adults and children can generate predictions in response to complex visual stimuli (i.e., photographic images). These results provide a conceptual replication of prior findings with adult listeners (Coco et al., 2016; Staub et al., 2012) and extend those findings by indicating that children, in a manner similar to adults, can engage in predictive processing while navigating somewhat naturalistic visual scenes. Experiment 2 converged with a number of prior developmental investigations by indicating that adults and children can use informative verbs (Fernald et al., 2008; Mani & Huetting, 2012), adjectives (Fernald et al., 2010), and number markings (Lew-Williams, 2017; Lukyanenko & Fisher, 2016; Reuter et al., 2020) as a basis for prediction. These results suggest that listeners can keep pace with variable speech input over time, at least when the visual scene is not cluttered. Experiment 3 further suggests that both adults and children may be able to generate predictions when visual and speech information is complex and variable, but only for a subset of semantic cues.

The present findings lend support to theories that prioritize prediction as a mechanism for children’s language learning (Chater et al., 2016; Dell & Chang, 2014; Elman, 1990, 2009), but they do not provide conclusive evidence that prediction occurs in real-world language processing contexts. Therefore, the findings must be interpreted with caution. In particular, by comparing the results of Experiments 2 and 3, we find that prediction effects which are robust in a simple visual context, such as number markings (Lew-Williams, 2017; Lukyanenko & Fisher, 2016; Reuter et al., 2020) are absent in a more complex visual context. But even these non-significant effects must also be interpreted with caution. It is possible that listeners use number markings in real-world communicative contexts to generate predictions but not in constrained lab contexts. Further research is needed to characterize what predictive cues are regularly available in learners’ day-to-day environments and how the dynamics of prediction may vary between lab and real-life processing contexts. That said, our experiments do provide possible nuance about how prediction may occur in nature. Specifically, listeners may exploit some sources of information (i.e., verb semantics) but not other sources of information (i.e., adjectives and number markings) for generating predictions. In controlled settings but also likely in natural settings, verb semantics may be the primary basis for listeners’ real-time predictions. Thus, beyond determining whether prediction might occur, the present findings highlight the need to investigate how different forms of prediction may occur in naturalistic dialogue – both their diversity and reliability.

Numerous limitations will need to be addressed in order to further specify whether and how prediction supports language processing and language development in everyday conversation. Notably, the present experiments tested 4- and 5-year-old children, and it is possible that younger listeners may lack the necessary language experience or cognitive resources to rapidly and accurately generate predictions in varied language processing contexts (Pickering & Gambi, 2018; Rabagliati et al., 2016). Thus, future developmental investigations must incorporate participants across a broader age-range, with a focus on 1- to 3-year-old children who are just breaking into the sound sequences, words, and sentences of their ambient language(s). A second limitation of the present investigation is that the experimental contexts retained a moderate level of visual and auditory constraint. The full ecological validity of the present findings therefore remains uncertain. However, the present design represents an important step toward evaluating prediction within increasingly natural processing contexts. Next steps in research could use head-mounted eye-tracking methods to assess whether and how prediction occurs during unscripted, day-to-day conversations (Tanenhaus & Brown-Schmidt, 2008). Indeed, prior findings suggest that, although their visual input is complex and cluttered, infants could plausibly use a small set of consistent referents, such as spoons at mealtimes, as a basis for predicting and learning (Clerkin et al., 2017). Future studies could also make use of naturalistic language corpora (e.g., VanDam et al., 2016) and video-based corpora to evaluate the extent to which different linguistic cues such as verbs, adjectives, and number markings could support prediction in real-world language processing contexts. Relatedly, further work could determine the extent to which predictions are generated across diverse sentence constructions. For instance, verb class and argument structure may play a role in shaping listeners’ predictions both in lab-based tasks and in more naturalistic contexts. Do listeners accurately predict upcoming referents in sentences with dative alternations (e.g., “The girl gave the boy a letter” vs. “The girl gave the letter to the boy”)? Does prediction occur only for a limited set of verbs and constructions, and if so, are these available in learners’ everyday linguistic experiences? Finally, while the present study relied primarily on semantic and syntactic cues for predictions,
there are many other sources of information that children could use for generating predictions, including paralinguistic cues such as speech disfluencies and speaker identity (Borovsky & Creel, 2014; Bosker et al., 2014; Creel, 2012, 2014; Kidd et al., 2011). Finally, the preview times for visual stimuli varied across our experiments, reflecting different traditions in language processing research, and preview times may have differentially influenced listeners’ predictions (Huettig & Guerra, 2019). To further flesh out the nature of real-time prediction in natural contexts, we will need to systematically determine how recent visual experience interacts with listeners’ propensities to initiate predictions.

In sum, the present investigation took a step toward addressing the ecological validity of previous findings on children’s abilities to generate predictions during real-time language processing. Findings broadly suggest that both adults and children are capable of generating predictions in visually complex scenes or when the available linguistic cues vary from one sentence to the next. When visual and speech stimuli are both complex and variable, the scope of adults’ and children’s predictions may be somewhat narrower, such that they retain the ability to exploit some linguistic cues (e.g., informative verbs) more than others (e.g., informative adjectives or number markings). Overall, this pattern of results lends modest support to the idea that prediction is a viable developmental mechanism that supports processing and learning. Perceptual variability is an important aspect of natural communicative contexts, but further work is needed to explore whether, when, and how prediction supports development in the full dimensionality of children’s everyday interactions with others.

Notes

1. However, it is important to distinguish behavioral measures of prediction from prediction itself: Although prediction is typically operationalized via anticipatory eye movements, prediction may occur before or in the absence of overt behaviours. For example, a listener might accurately predict a speaker’s referent before they visually locate it within the surrounding scene. Similarly, listeners could presumably anticipate an abstract or absent referent.
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